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EXECUTIVE 

 

President 

 

Johan Prent 

 

Hello everyone, my name is Johan Prent and I am running to be your new President of the                  

Carleton Student Engineering Society! To start let me tell you a few things about me. I am currently a fourth                    

year Aerospace Stream D student. I was previously the Vice President External for CSES in 2017/2018,                

was an executive member of the Carleton Mechanical and Aerospace Society (CMAS) for two years as                

Director of Events and am currently finishing up my coop term in Quebec! 

Now for a little bit about my qualifications! I was Vice President External of CSES in 2017/2018, I                  

am currently a Junior Project Manager at Bombardier, I was the undergraduate engineering representative              

on the Carleton Senate from 2017 to 2018, and I am the current chair of the Constitutional Policy and                   

Review Committee of CSES. Each of these roles that I held has shown me different aspects of what a                   

president does. 

If I were to be elected as your president, I would focus on renewing the member’s trust in the                   

society. I will focus on being more transparent with the members by working on having more consistent and                  

proactive communication with members whenever an issue arises. Another major issue that I hope to               

tackle is the recent changes to provincial law regarding OSAP and student group funding. These issues                

impact a large number of members and I will work with the faculty to explore the best ways to help mitigate                     

these impacts. Moreover, I wish to further cultivate the wonderful community that C-Eng is known for! I will                  

do my best to make sure that the C-Eng community maintains its reputation as one of the most welcoming                   

and family like communities within Ontario. Lastly, I fully intend to keep constant communication with each                

executive to ensure that they are performing their duties as best as possible! 

So on that note, voting is March 6 and 7 and you can vote through your cmail address! For more                    

information on my platform, you can check out my event on facebook            



 
(https://www.facebook.com/events/2056987801005047/)! I highly encourage you to check out the other          

candidates running for each position and make sure you vote on those days! And remember, vote Johan                 

Prent for President! 

 

 

VP Internal 

 

Andre Lawrence 

 

Hey C-Eng! My name is Andre Lawrence, and I would like to be your Vice President Internal for the                   

2019-2020 academic year. 

  

A little bit about me: I am an Aerospace Engineering student in Stream B (Structures, Systems and Vehicle                  

Design), currently completing my co-op term in Montreal and will be entering my fourth year of school in the                   

coming academic year. In my previous year at Carleton, I helped to establish and develop the Carleton                 

University EngiQueers (CUE) and their constitution as VP Internal on their executive team. During this               

same year I worked closely with Angelina Gomes as a CMAS Events Director and held a position on CUSA                   

Council as a Faculty of Engineering and Design (FED) Councillor with 5 other Engineering students. I am                 

very familiar with the basic inner structures and functions of student societies and I want to bring my                  

expertise to the table on the CSES Exec Team. 

 

If elected as your VP Internal I will work to accomplish three major tasks in addition to the expectations of                    

the role set out in the portfolio. First, I want to take the time to re-define the priorities of the portfolio, by                      

taking on a larger managerial role and increasing student involvement by making better use of the                

directorships within the portfolio. The VP Internal portfolio is notorious for being an extensive one and I                 

want to ensure that the work in this portfolio is properly distributed between myself and potential future                 

directors. Second, considering my first point, I want to look into streamlining the VP Internal portfolio and                 

look for potential ways to re-distribute some of the VP Internal's work to create room for potential                 

improvements and additions to the portfolio in the future. Finally, considering the changes made to tuition                

fee mandates as of late, I will work to reduce the financial footprint of the VP Internal portfolio. 

 

 

   

https://www.facebook.com/events/2056987801005047/


 
VP Finance 

 

Grant Sutherland 

 

-          Improve the effectiveness and size of the sponsorship team 

-          Credit cards for the CSES executives 

- With pending income cuts (from the Ontario Government… ect), ensure that membership of CSES               

will be able to keep their cherished events 

-          Avoid taking money out of SGF to cover the possible income cuts 

 

 

VP Academic 

 

Cameron Davis 

 

Hello C-Eng! My name is Cameron Floyd Davis and I am seeking election for the position of Vice President                   

Academic in the Carleton Student Engineering Society (CSES). I am going into my 2nd year of Software                 

Engineering and spent the majority of this school year as the First Year Councillor alongside Chloe Marier.                 

This means I already have a lot understanding as to how council functions and some great ideas for what                   

could be brought forward to the position of VP Academic. I’ve been in talks with former VPAs as well as                    

those who have directly worked under their portfolio and aim to improve with their feedback. I am a member                   

of this year’s C-Eng musical cast, a member of the ESSCO mental health committee and a member of Foot                   

Patrol. I was the VP of Sponsorship for one of the largest Relay For Life’s in Ottawa last year which                    

involved contacting a variety of different companies in different sectors to garner sponsors. This experience               

is something I am looking to bring towards sponsorship for C-Eng-C and our teams. You might have seen                  

me in some of your classes on behalf of SCESoc as a year rep. I love getting involved in the C-Eng                     

community and hope that you’ll consider me for VP Academic! 

 

What VPA Entails: 

1. Handling the Carleton Engineering Competition or C-Eng-C including helping participants who win go to               

the higher tier competitions 

2. Provide Academic Advocacy for members 

3. Ensuring appropriate representation within CASG 

4. Handling Exam Libraries containing past exams for a variety of courses 



 
5. Handling workshops which take place throughout the year and garner student interest 

6. Dealing with the CSES Study Lounge 

7. Hosting the National Engineering Week/Month through CSES 

8. Outreach (technically no longer under VPA but still present in the policy manual) 

 

The following is what I plan on bringing to the position: 

1. Create joint hiring board for the CASG FED Rep involving interested students at large and other                 

FED societies 

a. The current VPA has implemented something similar this I want to include more students              

at large in the process given the importance of CASG 

2. Improve understanding/knowledge of Academic Complaints and what teachers can or can’t do in              

the course 

a. Hiring a Academic Complaint Director with the goal of looking into issues that are brought               

to them and reporting back 

b. Creation of an online Academic Complaint form which is widely advertised and given easy              

access (a form currently does exist but I feel like it could be improved greatly) 

c. Aim to target the disconnect between council and the membership when it comes to              

Academic issues/concerns 

i. Keep students on top of Academic updates and changes 

ii. Attempt to create the Student Diversity Academic Advisory and General Student           

Academic Advisory group to help give feedback to council on Academic Issues 

d. Monthly open meetings/forums where students can specifically give me academic          

complaints or ask about changes in the faculty 

3. Cultivate greater workshop experiences and bring in more 1st years 

a. Push to diversify the workshops available to students and reach out to design             

students/societies for their interest in running workshops 

b. Create comprehensive pre year survey on what students want to see in workshops and              

what changes they want to see to the workshop formats 

c. Bring in any interested parties from outside of the school to host some unique workshops 

d. Promote First Year involvement with a Welcome to C-Eng workshop, explaining the ins             

and outs of C-Eng and opportunities for involvement.  

4. Improve overall C-Eng-C program and aim to garner larger interest 

a. Promote that C-Eng-C be taken far more seriously by Carleton as a whole and that they                

provide more backing for it 



 
i. Press strongly for Profs to interact with C-Eng-C instead of just relying on Alumni              

to come and act as judges 

ii. Request that Carleton play a role in promoting C-Eng-C as a whole and             

incentivizing it 

b. Inspire societies to engage directly with C-Eng-C and promote community 

c. Push for all events to continue operation especially those introduced in the former term              

such as Re-Engineering 

d. Attempt to bring in the Innovation competition and learn from why it could not have been                

brought forward last year 

5. Assess the costs associated with the VPA position given fears of overall societal budget cuts 

a. Ensure that workshops and C-Eng-C are given priority in the budget 

b. Make sure NEM continues to operate regardless of budget cuts 

i. If necessary consider having fewer events in order to stay in line with an              

appropriate budget 

ii. Should there be fewer events throughout the month, consider doing a rush of             

events near Reflections to keep in the tradition of NEW leading into reflections 

c. Gather opinions on NEM and what people want to create plan moving forward 

d. Push for more aggressive sponsorship of C-Eng-C 

i. C-Eng-C already has sponsors but I want to push the envelope even further, to              

make C-Eng-C shine stronger 

ii. This will be critical given the foreseen budget cuts to CSES as a whole 

iii. CSES is currently creating a sponsorship package giving a lot of potential for me              

to make pushes towards more sponsors 

6. Ensure that NEM continues to operate properly and generate lots of student interest 

a. Make sure that NEM garners as much interest from the membership as possible 

b. Reach out to societies and clubs including those outside of C-Eng to participate in NEM  

i. Priority will be given to the Eng specific societies 

ii. Consider bringing forward a specific theme for NEM/NEW to keep it fresh 

 

 

   



 
VP External 

 

Abigail MacGillivray 

 

Hello C-Eng! My name is Abigail MacGillivray and I am a second year Aerospace Engineering student! I am                  

seeking election as the CSES Vice-President External for the 2019-2020 Academic Year. 

 

The duties of the VP External include (but are not limited to): 

● representing CSES to external organizations such as Professional Engineers Ontario, the           

Ontario Society of Professional Engineers. Notably, the VP External liaises with the Engineering             

Student Societies Council of Ontario (ESSCO) and the Canadian Federation of Engineering            

Students (CFES), and participates in plenary sessions and general assemblies 

● acting as the Head Delegate at conferences, planning travel and organizing Carleton            

representation to other events, activities and initiatives. 

● oversee a team of directors to co-ordinate charity events such as Breast Cancer Month and               

Movember events, as well as oversee the C-Eng Hockey team! 

Having been a delegate at three conferences (ESSCO FYIC 2018, ESSCO AGM 2018, CFES Congress               

2019), I have seen the VPX in action and know exactly what is expected. I have spectated at two plenary                    

sessions and one general assembly, and understand how these discussions work. 

 

My experience as a member of the Policy and Constitutional Review Committee has allowed me to develop                 

my skills interpreting and writing policy. The Policy Committee has also allowed me to hear and participate                 

in discussion regarding important topics, and as such I have a unique perspective on exactly where the                 

society stands and how it regards certain issues. 

 

Acting as the head delegate at conferences involves planning travel, selecting delegates and overseeing              

the Carleton delegation at conferences. My experience as one of the Directors of Events for CMAS has                 

taught me quite a bit about organizing and getting things done in advance. 

 

As well, I am one of the chairs for the upcoming PEO-SC/PM Conference coming up in September, so I                   

have some experience managing a team of people. 

 

A few things that I would like to implement or improve should I be elected are: 



 

● encourage C-Eng involvement in initiatives such as the ESSCO working groups! These teams             

are working to create real change, and I know there are a lot of passionate, talented people in                  

C-Eng that could help make strides in the right direction 

● use the methods detailed in the policy manual as well as the Extracting Benefits session from                

ESSCO PM 2018 to help delegates bring back more resources from conferences to the C-Eng               

community (such as writing an article, hosting a session, or making a video) 

● creating an easily accessible way for C-Eng to receive updates from partner organizations so              

that there is more transparency and opportunity to get involved in the initiatives and projects that                

come about, such as reposting updates on social media and/or sharing opportunities through             

better advertisement. 

If you have any questions regarding my platform, please do not hesitate to message me! 

 

 

VP Services 

 

Jasmine Eriksson  

 

Hello C-Eng! My name is Jasmine Eriksson and I am a second year student in environmental engineering. 

Ever since my first year at Carleton, it has been a goal of mine to be Vice-President Services for the 

Carleton Student Engineering Society (CSES) and I am ecstatic to officially announce that I am running to 

be VP Services for the upcoming 2019/2020 academic year. 

 

Since my first year at Carleton, I have been involved in the C-Eng community serving as Events Director for 

the Carleton University Engiqueers (CUE), VP Internal for CUE, and Environmental Councillor for CSES. 

The roles have each held some aspects to help me prepare for the roles of VP Services for CSES. As 

Events Director, I learned how to plan and advertise events which would help me come up with more 

effective ways to advertise the services offered, as well as plan procedures to continue to improve the 

services offered. One of the main things for VP Services is to oversee its directorships (ie: delegate tasks, 

offer support), overall maintain an open line of communication to keep both sides up to date on progress 

and/or any problems and/or questions. As VP Internal for CUE, my role served its purpose by making sure 

the inner workings of the society ran smoothly which would help me with communication between the team 

of directors, the rest of council, as well as the community. Lastly, as Environmental Councillor for CSES, I 

got to see first hand the weekly progression of the role and take part in executing the current procedures in 



 
place for the services. This experience has also granted me the privilege to a general timeline for the year 

and ideas on how improve the procedures in order to keep the services offered running smoothly. 

Therefore, through my previous and current involvement within the community, I have gained valuable 

experiences which have provided me with key skills and knowledge on how to succeed in this position.  

 

As far as what I would like to do as VP Services, there are three main tasks that I would like to focus on if 

elected. The first thing I would like to add is a C-Eng patch design competition. Seeing as patch culture is a 

fairly big part of our community, I think it would be good time to start expanding the types of patches that 

CSES sells. Understanbly, people could design, order, and sell their patches themselves however, this 

would ultimately save them the financial burden and time of waiting to sell off their stock. The second point 

would be to refine the Equipment Loan Program to make it more organized, user friendly, as well as keep 

better track of the equipment (and its condition). The program is a great way for clubs and students to rent 

out all sorts of electronics and gadgets (ie: mics, speakers, cords) for use at no cost. Although I currently do 

not have a fully written up improved procedure, I was thinking of moving towards a more digital system, 

somewhat similar to the textbook library program. Lastly, I would like to create more awareness and 

advertisement of the current services offered at CSES. Unfortunately the services offered only reach such a 

small percentage of the society however, if there was more advertisement I believe that they would be 

more frequently utilized and would be appreciated by more people. Not only do we have some of the 

cheapest printing on campus, we offer a textbook library, textbook trade, bookable rooms, lots of great 

C-Eng swag, and an equipment loan program to name a few. 

 

If elected to be your next VP Services, I promise that I will work to uphold and improve upon the services 

offered by CSES as well as serve C-Eng with the honour and respect that it deserves. When election day 

arrives, Tuesday March 6th until Wednesday March 7th, I hope you consider voting for myself, Jasmine 

Eriksson to be your next Vice-President Services for the Carleton Student Engineering Society.  

 

Baillie Noell 

 

Hi C-Eng! My name is Baillie Noell, and I’m a second year Software Engineering student. I am running for                   

VP Services in the 2019/20 CSES General Election. 

As VP Services, my duties would include: 

-          Overseeing the operation of service centres such as: 

·       Alexander’s Office, 

·       Leonardo’s Lounge, 

·       The Student Group Resource Centre 



 
-          Recruiting Leo’s management personnel and volunteers 

-          Managing the equipment loan program 

-          Overseeing the Textbook Trade 

-          Managing and updating the Textbook Library 

-          Coordinating the procurement and sales of EngWear 

  

As the Textbook Director this past year, I oversee the running of the Textbook Trade for both Fall and                   

Winter semesters. This involved me creating the intake system for the Trade, writing and enforcing the                

procedure, and maintaining contact with textbook sellers when their books were sold. The Textbook              

Trade and the Textbook Library are a major part of the VP Services portfolio, and with my Directorship I                   

already have a strong understanding of these services, and how to run them efficiently. 

I have also been a Leo’s volunteer, and as such I have knowledge of the various Leo’s managers and                   

their roles. This knowledge will aid in the hiring process for next year’s Leo’s managers, which falls                 

under the VP Services portfolio. 

Should I be elected as VP Services, some initiatives I would like to oversee are: 

- An overhaul of the Textbook Library. Currently the library is filled with out of date books and                  

has a difficult to use catalogue. I would like to update it so it that textbooks are easier to find and                     

are more up to date with the classes our current C-Eng students are taking. I would also like to                   

boost advertisement for the library to increase usership. 

- Further improvements and advertising for the Textbook Trade. Trade numbers significantly            

decreased during Winter semester, but through more focused advertising and increased           

awareness, I believe we would be able to raise Winter semester numbers. 

- More EngWear options. Everyone loves the classic C-Eng hoodies, but I would like to take                

suggestions from the C-Eng community and investigate the possibility of expanding our selection.             

The more ways of showing off our C-Eng pride, the better! 

- Maintain Leo’s and its management. Leo’s is a fixture in the C-Eng community, which would                

not be possible without great management. I understand how important Leo’s is, and will take great                

care in hiring the managers for the new year so that it maintains its place in our community. 

Feel free to contact me with any questions! 

 

 

   



 
VP Social 

 

Logan MacGillivray  

 

Hello Carleton Engineering Students! I am Logan MacGillivray, and I am running to be the 

Vice-President Social of the Carleton Student Engineering Society. As I enter my fifth year of 

Software Engineering, I look back on all the traditions CSES has that I have been a part of. It is 

my belief that tradition helps define organizations and helps to foster a sense of community. I 

have a vision for the position of Vice-President Social that helps build this sense of community 

and helps continue these traditions we have all grown to love. The following two points are how 

I will ensure that the society continues to build these virtues: 

 

1. With recent changes in how student societies receive funding, my main goal for next year 

is to ensure that all events VP Social is responsible for still run. I attend most events run 

by the society, and I want to make sure that students next year, and the year after that, can 

enjoy these events just as much as I have. In order to accomplish this, I would… 

a. Look for fundraising opportunities on events that run on consignment. This 

includes events like Whirlwind and Homecoming, where funds can be raised from 

ticket sales or purpling. 

b. Reduce the budget for Reflections. I would look at different aspects of the 

Reflections budget, such as venue costs, that can be reduced. 

c. Only purchase intramural teams that are fully sold. Each year, teams are 

purchased before we sell the spots to members. A lot of money is lost because of 

unsold spots on teams. 

 

2. I would look for ways to improve smaller events such as Comedy Night and Trivia Night. 

I think the current Vice-President Social did a great job by changing one of the Trivia 

Nights into a Karaoke Night this year and I would like to expand on this with an 

Engineering section at Comedy Night or an Um Actually style Trivia Night. 

 

 

   



 
Prakrit Pratijit 

 

Platform 

 

Ottawa U Outreach 

If elected, I would like to host a joint event between Carleton and Ottawa U. Some ideas as to what this 

could look like could be a pub night, a comedy night, or a charity event. When I went to PEO Student 

Conference 2018, my fellow Carleton delegates and I hit it off with the Ottawa U delegation and came to 

learn that Ottawa U has a very active engineering community as well. Building relations with other 

schools is something that one is best exposed to at conferences, however not everyone has the 

opportunity to go to a conference during their university career. I hope that through communicating 

with Ottawa U ESS, I can bring a taste of the networking opportunities that come along with building 

positive relations with other engineering schools. 

 

Winter EngBowl 

Past VP Socials have hoped to introduce a ski/snowboard trip to CSES, however it has yet to be done. 

Instead of hosting a ski trip, I would like to host a winter version of EngBowl. This would most likely be a 

Canal Skate. Having another outdoor sporting event where the Carleton Engineering Community can get 

together and have a good time would be an excellent addition to the VP Social portfolio. 

 

Continued Sustainability Initiatives 

Our current VP Social has done an excellent job at introducing sustainability initiatives into CSES events. 

As future engineers, it is our duty to strive towards a more sustainable future. If elected I would use the 

sustainability skills I learned through my program – Architectural Conservation and Sustainability 

Engineering – as well as through my passion of sustainability to make CSES more green. This would be 

implemented not only through using green materials and reducing waste at CSES events, but also 

through educating our members about these initiatives in hopes that our community as a whole will 

become more sustainable. 

 

Qualifications 

Throughout my five years here at Carleton I have been highly involved in the engineering community in 

many different ways. Listed below are the extracurriculars that I have been involved throughout my 

degree. 

CSES Formal Events Director 

CSES Summer Secretary 



 
CSES Interim Secretary 

CSES Pi Day Director 

CSES Media Team Captain 

CSES Iron Times Editor 

CSES Social Media Director 

CSES YouTube Director 

EngFrosh Head Facilitator 

EngFrosh Facilitator x 2 

C-Eng Musical Make Up Subdirector x 2 

 

Through being CSES’s Formal Events and Pi Day director, I gained experience in planning and executing 

CSES events (Whirlwind, Reflections, and Pi Day) directly under the VP Social Portfolio. Having been 

CSES’s Media Team Captain and an EngFrosh Head Facilitator I learned how to manage and lead teams 

of varying sizes. Through being an officer of CSES by means of Summer and Interim Secretary, I gained a 

unique and valuable insight into CSES’s inner workings. Overall, these positions have helped me gain 

strong leadership, management, and organizational skills that were applied directly in CSES and the 

Carleton Engineering community, which I believe are very valuable in order to execute the role of VP 

Social well. 

 

 

COUNCILLORS 

 

Aerospace Councillor 

 

Muhammad Ali Kasbati 

 

Hey C-Eng! My name is Muhammad Ali Kasbati and I am running to be your Aerospace 

Engineering councillor for the 2019/2020 academic year. I will be going into my second year of 

Aerospace Engineering in the next academic year. In my first year at Carleton, I got involved in 

the engineering community by becoming a member of the Carleton engineering rocket team (CU 

InSpace) and by doing one directorship with CSES as a workshop director. I also got involved 

outside the engineering community by becoming a member of Foot Patrol and a council member 

for student life committee in Carleton MSA. This has encouraged me and given me the 

experience to get more involved in the community. Here is my plan which is going to help all the 



 
Aerospace students get the services they deserve: 

 

1. I will keep all the students in the loop with weekly updates via social media. One way I 

will accomplish this is by pushing for a separate page on the CSES website just for 

councillor updates. 

 

2. I will work towards improving and expanding the portfolio of a councillor because I 

think the current portfolio of the councillor is incomplete and useless as it doesn’t help 

the members in any way. The main task in the portfolio for a councillor is to report 

findings to the council and I want to change that to reporting findings to the council and 

also the members. 

 

3. I will collaborate with other Aerospace related societies and clubs in Carleton to help 

them come up with new and unique events and encourage them to host more events for 

Aerospace students. 

 

4. I want to explore ideas that will reduce the burden from the CSES executives which will 

result in providing members with a better service. One way I would accomplish this is by 

encouraging tasks from the executive’s portfolio be transferred to the councillor’s 

portfolio. One specific task I want to change is from the portfolio of the VP internal 

which is to organise a first-year conference. This task should be done by the Councillors 

as they are supposed to be representing students in their respective streams. 

 

Dilsha Appu-Hennadi 

 

- Encourage aerospace engagement within C-Eng community 

- Help new first year aerospace eng. students transition and get acclimated to university life 

- Strengthen CSES relations with CMAS 

- Act as a resource for all aerospace engineering students to answer program-related questions 

- Stay well informed on MAAE news and how aerospace engineering students may be affected 

 

   



 
Justin Josef Ferrer 

 

Hello Aerospace students! My name is Justin Ferrer, I am in Second Year Aerospace and I want 

to be your next Aerospace Councillor for the 2019-2020 academic year. As a candidate (with 

experience as a Workshop Director 18-19) for this position, I am a hardworking, trustworthy, 

cooperative, passionate, and an approachable person perfect for this position. As your councillor 

you can expect me to: 

 

1. Report to Council through meetings about the interests, ideas, concerns of students under 

Aerospace 

I would do monthly/bi-monthly polls and voting, classroom rounds, and the use of 

social media to take your inputs and ideas and would be brought up to the council. 

These polls could be events where you can vote what and where, all to bring the 

Aeros and even Mechs together for some fun time. 

 

2. Constant updates about events and announcements through classroom rounds and through 

social media 

These announcements could be the events you voted on. It can also include the 

general events CSES are running. 

 

3. Attend Faculty and Departmental meetings as well as CASG meetings 

These meetings will allow me to gain knowledge of course/program updates. I 

will provide monthly updates and reports about any changes through council 

meetings and general meetings. 

At these meetings, it will also allow me to represent the Aerospace students and 

voice your opinions and concerns about any course changes and the program 

itself. 

 

4. Liaise between CSES and CMAS 

I will attend CMAS meetings ang bring it up to the council and have some 

feedback and bring them back to CMAS and vice-versa with CSES. 

I will be your representative and voice for your opinions and concerns about 

CMAS and CSES. 

 

5. Hold all Execs accountable 



 
I want to make sure that the Execs do their jobs and what they have promised 

during elections. I would ask them during council meetings. 

 

I am willing to do all this for you for a fun-filled year. I hope you vote for me, Justin Ferrer, as 

your next Aerospace Councillor for CSES for the upcoming year 2019-2020. Vote on March 6th 

and 7th through Cmail Ballot. 

 

If you have any questions, concerns, or general input about my platform please do not hesitate to 

approach or contact me. 

 

 

Architectural Conservation and Sustainability Councillor 

 

Meagan Schlottke 

 

My name is Meagan Schlottke, I’m a 2nd
 year Architecture Engineering student and I’m running for ACSE 

councillor for the 2019/2020 school year. As a member of the Carleton Swim Team I have gained valuable 

organizational skills that will be helpful for this position. I have also been involved in many engineering 

groups that have helped improve my time management skills, such as Troitsky, the C-Eng Musical and 

Leos. I believe I would be a good candidate for this position because of these acquired skills and my drive 

to represent my engineering stream. The main goal I have if I became ACSE councillor is to have an 

industry night that is tailored towards the ASCE stream, as there currently isn’t one. This night would be 

very important to students in the ASCE program because it provides an easier way for them to meet and 

talk with professional in their own field of study. 

 

Computer Systems Councillor 

 

Denise Mayo 

 

No platform submitted 

 

   



 
Electrical Councillor 

 

Seth Thompson  

 

Hi Everyone! My name is Seth Thompson, and I am currently running to be next year’s Electrical 

Engineering Councillor! In the 2019 academic year, I will be in my fourth year of Electrical Engineering here 

at Carleton, which I am looking forward to once again. 

Some things that I am looking to do if elected as the next electrical engineering councillor are to continue to 

work towards getting a stream society for all Electrical Engineering students, and to have more 

communication between myself and Carleton’s IEEE branch with respect to any relevant information they 

need from, let’s say, the DOE’s departmental meetings that I would attend. Along with this, all mandatory 

services expected from the electrical engineering councillor will still be provided. Have a good day! 

 

 

Engineering Physics Councillor 

 

Gabriel Sanna 

 

The following is a summary of the principle goals and procedures I intend to achieve and 

implement during my time as engineering physics councillor. 

 

 One of the most unfortunate things about university is the lack of information. When issues arise it 

often takes weeks until students find out let alone voice their opinions on the subject. I intend to fast track 

this process by attending faculty meetings and posting monthly W.H.I.F.s. W.H.I.F. is an acronym for what’s 

happening in the faculty. Every month i intend to post a quick summary of all the issues and updates the 

faculty discusses during their  Essentially W.H.I.F. is a way for all students to get a whiff of the situation in 

the faculty. The great part about whiff is that it can be posted publicly for anyone who cannot attend a 

meeting or prefers to remain anonymous. With whiff anyone can come to me personally and voice their 

concerns(don't worry my inbox is depressingly empty) this allows everyone to have a voice for their stream 

councillor to listen to. In conclusion by using the technology available through social media and email (if 

there’s enough interest for a mailing list) i intend to create an inclusive environment where everyone can 

remain updated and educated about their faculty.  

 



 
-Gabriel Sanna 

If you have any questions you may contact me at: gabrielsanna21@gmail.com 

 

Mechanical Councillor 

 

Nicholas Butler 

 

No platform submitted  

 

 

Software Councillor 

 

Jonah Gaudet 

 

Hey all, my name is Jonah Gaudet and I am going into my second year of software engineering at Carleton. 

I have thoroughly enjoyed my first year thus far, and would like to help persuade other people in my 

position to get involved and contribute to the CSES community. 

  

Those who know me well understand that I am a very outspoken person and am not one to be timid or hold 

back. Our program has almost doubled in size over the past five years, and is more important in industry 

than ever before. One of my priorities will be ensuring that we are properly heard and represented in the 

student government bodies and are not just an afterthought. I would also be happy to act as a link between 

students and professors in the department should such a need arise. 

  

Lastly, I would like to create and advertise events for first year students. One of my main goals is to run 

workshops targeted at students who have previous coding experience and would like to learn more, 

especially since first year courses are intended for those with no programming experience. This would give 

students an environment to sharpen their skills and meet fellow first years. 

  

Thanks for reading, and vote Jonah Gaudet for software engineering rep! 

 

Matthew Harris 

 

No platform submitted 



 
 

SREE B Councillor 

 

Vanessa Lewis 

No platform submitted 

 

CUESEF Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Department Representative 

 

Anto Dency Amalraj 

 

I am Anto Dency Amalraj and I am running for CUESEF (Carleton Undergraduate Engineering Students’               

Equipment Fund) Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Department Representative. I am currently in my             

second year of Aerospace Engineering (Stream C). 

  

A CUESEF Board Member is required to attend CUESEF meetings where funding proposals are reviewed               

and funding is allocated to student groups, fourth-year projects and design teams at Carleton Engineering. 

  

I believe I will be ideal for this position as I have had experience in budgeting and finance. I currently hold                     

two financial executive positions as Finance Director in CMAS (Carleton Mechanical and Aerospace             

Society) and VP Finance in CUE (Carleton University EngiQueers). I have knowledge about what the               

CUESEF funding proposals consist of as I have drafted them for both CMAS and CUE for the past two                   

semesters 

  

As a CUESEF Mech and Aero Rep I intend to 

● Regularly attend CUESEF meetings to review proposals, provide input on allocations for            

different student groups according to their needs 

● Promote CUESEF funding through social media, announcements, and communicating with          

executives of different student groups, fourth year project teams and design teams 

● Review funding proposals in detail and verify items worth more than $200 with proof of price                

quotes 

● Ensure groups get adequate funding according to equipment needs, design timeline and group             

budgets 

  



 
The experience I have gained throughout the two years of Carleton in the clubs I have taken part in and my                     

enthusiasm to work with student groups and design teams makes me an ideal candidate for this position. 

  

I encourage all of you to vote March 6th and 7th in the CSES General Election. 

 


